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Once described as the lovechild of Robert Smith and Boy George*, the beard-afflicted, kohl-eyed 

songwriter James AJ Scott put The Vaulted Skies together in 2013 to satisfy his urge to fuse edgy 

alternative pop and rock with danceable electronica. Shot through with the dynamics of grunge and 

bouts of epic melancholia, the four-piece (featuring woollen-bespectacled lab-coat-attired Doktor 

Ben Singleton, on a second guitar alongside Scott’s) puts on a show designed to take audiences on 

an emotional corkscrew. The line-up is completed by bassist Karly Snarly (who joined after 

answering an ad on a sort of Tinder for musicians), and drummer Martin Walker, who was conjured 

forth from another realm after an incantation of questionable moral (and health & safety) standards 

finally paid off.  

Growing up in a multi-cultural satellite of London, Scott further attributes the diversity of the band’s 

sound to his childhood record collection, which comprised mostly movie soundtracks. It was through 

what was to be Brandon Lee’s last performance in The Crow that Scott discovered The Cure – a band 

also capable of genre-hopping and style-splicing to great effect. The Cure was the first band that 

inspired Scott to set words to music, and still sits atop the growing pile of other influences he likes to 

reference, including Nirvana, PJ Harvey, Placebo, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, New Order, Joy Division, 

Warpaint, Savages and many more… 

So although by the Summer of 2015, The Vaulted Skies had released a “homemade” EP, and 
established itself well enough to captivate fans with headline sets of two hours or more, one of the 
band’s greatest career highlights to date has been supporting David Bowie and Cure guitarist Reeves 
Gabrels on his UK tour that Autumn, along with Lisa Ronson (daughter of Mick Ronson, another 
iconic Bowie guitarist). “It was a fever-dream come true”, says Scott.  

The title of the band’s latest EP - ‘No Fate?’ - provides some insight to Scott’s desire to balance off 

the deep nature vs nurture subject matter with reference to one of the world’s greatest classic 

action flicks. In fact, just like Terminator 2, the material tackles existential angst with a desperate 

sense of determination and a maniacal sense of humour. But there’s also plenty of stuff in the 

band’s repertoire about psychic vampires, angels, unrequited love, betrayals, messy nights out and 

mental breakdowns, if that’s your sort of thing.  

Band members: 4 
Location: UK (London and South East) 
Website (and access to social media platforms): www.thevaultedskies.com  

Bookings & further information: thevaultedskies@gmail.com 
Or call James on 07939 126452.  

*From a review in Trebuchet Magazine 20/10/15 
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Top left: James AJ Scott (foreground), Doktor Ben Singleton (background).  

Top right: Doktor Ben Singleton.  

Bottom left: Karly Snarly 

Bottom right: Martin Walker 


